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Customer side 
open

Customer side  
closed

Customer side soft-close  
removal flaps

Customer side  
Easy Change System

Configuration variants on the customer side

The glass cover for classical heated display cases 
...is available with a round, squared and inclined design.  
Available heights: 53 cm, 70 cm as well as 87 cm on request

The glass cover for heated display cases with Easy Change 
...is available in squared and inclined designs.Available 
heights: 45 cm and 53 cm

The Design

Configuration possibilities Units with  
heating climate

Units with  
dry heat

Combination  
units

Switch 
units

The right solution for any concept 
Different types food require different ways of keeping them hot, and different 
catering concepts require units that allow you to react flexibly to the respective 
requirements. With our four configuration possibilities, you will always accom-
modate the taste of your customers.

Pro Countertop Stand aloneSlide-inDrop-in

Just the way you want. Different variants for perfect integration in your room situation.

Installation and assembly instructions

Plug it in and 

it’s finished!

Product features
Flexibility without limits
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Option
In order to accommodate your individual use in the best possible way, we offer a complete series of options. 
Operator side with sliding doors, open on both sides, RAL powder coating, cutting board made of Poly-Hygiene, manual nighttime roller blind, 
bottle slider system, service station or price tag holders are only a few examples. Your advisor will be happy to inform you.

Gastronorm   
2 to 5 trays up  
to max. 150 mm

The sizes in use
GN
GASTRO-
NORM

Condensate disposal
 → Self-contained and closed refrigera-

ted display cases with fully automatic 
condensate evaporation

 → Easy cleaning of condensate tray

 → Remote refrigeration connection and 
open display cases:Manual  

condensate tray

Condenser protection
 → Filter protects against damage, dir-

tying and injury

 → Easy cleaning in a dishwasher

 → Removable dirt filter

1. Connection to the local sewer system

2. Condensate tray for manual emptying (ac-
cessory)

3. Electric condensate evaporation tray (acces-
sory)

Removable dirt filter
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Glass cover that can be raised Removable hinged doors Removable cutting board Fold-up hotplate

Removable hook-in frames Fold-up evaporator Tilting front glass

Additional features simplify regular cleaning 
and save time for personnel. You can find more details in the product description and the user’s manual.

Easy cleaning

Optimum ventilation of the refrigeration unit due to openings that 
are 50% bigger than the surface area of the condenser

Standard
Ventilation from the operator side  
and discharge on the customer side 

Custom design
Ventilation and discharge on the operator side 

Ventilation and discharge on the operator 
side is only possible with the optionally 
available pedestal or a wide compressor 
compartment 

Consider the following before ordering:  
Optional pedestal and compressor compartment

Ventilation and discharge
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Product features
Flexibility without limits


